The following general theorem is formulated: The matrix element for the decay of spin-zero mesons with mass m into two leptons with masses tsl and tss respectively contains only terms proportional to t4&/m and 442/m, if in the open polygonal arc of lepton lines the number of matrices Y"plusthe number of internal lines (SIP-functions) is odd. There can also be terms proportional to ts;/ut if virtual leptons with 44; Ats&, I42 appear in the arc. Application of this theorem to the reaction~' -+e++e leads to a ratio of the one pair to the two pair decay of the order (t4, /m &)'~10 4. A priori one would expect this ratio to be of the order one. Furthermore, the theorem provides a more general basis for the discussion of the relative probability of the reactions m-~p+v and m.~e +p.
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ys(a'+b'm 'p+c'm 'q+d'm '(qp -pq)). It is the purpose of this note to show, on the basis of general principles, that in many cases the transition probability for the decay of spin-zero mesons into two leptons is reduced by a factor of the order (tt/m)2, where p, is the mass of the heaviest lepton emitted and m is the meson mass. The matrix element for a process of this kind can be written in the general form'
Here p(q -p) is the wave function of the decaying spin zero meson having four-momentum q -P, and lPI(P) and F2(q) are the corresponding wave functions of the emitted leptons. They obey the Dirac equations i%I(P)p= -"A(P), 'q~f2(q) = -t 2A(q), where we use the notation A-= T"A"=spot"A. +ipAs-and P-= IPt74, ttl and tt2 are the masses of the emitted leptons. F(p,q) is a spinor matrix which transforms as a scalar or pseudoscalar function depending on the relative parity of lpl(p)it2(q) and $(q -p). If a, b, etc. , are scalar functions of P'= -ttI2, q'= -tt22, and Pq = 2 (m -ttl' -tt2 ), we can write the 4)&4 spinor matrix F(p,q) for reasons of covariance in the form scalar F. Introducing this into Eq. (1) we obtain by use of the Dirac equation
We observe that the terms in F which are linear in y" One can easily see that $(y")+X(Sv)=odd is independent of the number of virtual photons involved. Thus the contributions to the matrix element which are of higher order in n must be also proportional to p,/se 0.
We conclude that the reaction~' -+s++ e is less probable by a factor of the order 10 ' than the decay into two pairs, for which Kro11 and Wada' find (~' -+e++e +e++e )/(~~y+y) =3.SX10 '.
For the ratio of one pair to double y decay we obtain r= (s' -+e++e )/(~~y+y) 10 '. 
